PRESS RELEASE

TOWNSCAPE promotes Thomas Schiffer to managing
director
Berlin, 12 January 2021: Project developer TOWNSCAPE has appointed long-time
employee Thomas Schiffer as an additional managing director, effective 1 January
2021. Schiffer (40) has already headed the technical project development department
at TOWNSCAPE for almost three years and will continue to be responsible for this
area in his new role. Thomas Schiffer joins the current managing directors Sebastian
Grabianowski, Henrik Sassenscheidt and Philipp Grabianowski on their quest to keep
driving the development of the TOWNSCAPE Group in the future.
Sebastian Grabianowski of TOWNSCAPE says: “Thomas has played a significant role
in the positive development of the TOWNSCAPE Group in recent years. He is very
familiar with the company’s internal structures and our corporate culture. We greatly
value his expertise and opinion among our shareholders. What’s more, his
entrepreneurial approach really stands out, and especially so in the challenging year
that was 2020. We are therefore delighted to be able to involve Thomas even more
closely in the company’s management in the future.”
Thomas Schiffer: “TOWNSCAPE’s team spirit and communication at eye level won me
over right from the start. I have found my professional home here and look forward to
continuing to contribute to the successful growth of the company in the years to come.”
Schiffer joined TOWNSCAPE in 2016 after many years of employment at Bollinger +
Fehlig Architekten (Berlin), where he initially served as technical project manager. In
this role, the graduate architect contributed his extensive experience in the field of
construction and project management to the company, ensuring its financial success,
before taking over as head of the department in April 2018.
TOWNSCAPE
Based in Berlin but active throughout Germany, Townscape is a project developer
focusing on modern, premium-quality residential and commercial properties. Owned
and run by a group of managing partners, the Townscape Group supervises projects
from cradle to completion. This includes all aspects from purchasing land to drafting
concepts, arranging financing, coordinating projects and marketing the finished
buildings. The four managing partners of Townscape – Sebastian Grabianowski,
Henrik Sassenscheidt, Philipp Grabianowski and Filip Aulin – form a strong and united
team as they head the Group together.
www.townscape.de
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